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Abstract

This paper analyses both empirical and theoretical evidences on competition and mission drift. The main objective of the paper is to pin-down whether competition leads to mission drift. A Comprehensive empirical examination on competition and mission drift has been conducted. To understand the theoretical foundation of the relationship between competition and MFIs' mission, a theoretical model has also seated. The paper suggests that competition helps MFIs to keep their mission of serving the marginalized poor people in such a way that competition pushes MFIs towards the unmet market demand. The analysis also finds that the results are mixed, and it is difficult and ambiguous to disentangle the phenomena of mission drift which has occurred due to competition.
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Introduction

Microfinance is the provision of banking services to the poor people who have long been overlooked from the formal financial system due to sociological and economic reasons [1]. Microfinance Institutions (henceforth MFIs) are also institutions established to provide financial services to the poor and low income people [2]. The history of microfinance as an entity of providing financial service to poor households goes back to 1970s [3]. Since then, with varieties of organizational structures, business models and target customers, microfinance has been growing from a small microbank focused on credit only to big financial institution that provides wide ranges of services such as different form of loans, savings, insurances and remittance [4]. For last two decades, microfinance industry has been experiencing high growth [5], with a total asset of 7 billion in 2008 [6].

Recently, microfinance industry manifested by increasing commercialization [7], and has been generating significant profit [8]. The undergoing commercialization and handsome profit spurring new MFIs to enter into the market and compete for market share [9]. This new development trend of microfinance industry towards a commercial approach creates intense competition and market concentration [10]. As a consequence, nowadays, competition and commercialization are undergoing concurrently, and have a direct relationship, “one spurring the other” [10].

From the inception, by providing financial services to the marginalized poor people and disciplining efficient allocation of resources in the market, microfinance considered having models that fill market failure theory [11]. However, due to high transaction cost of serving poor people [12,13], it has been observed that, by only targeting the poor segment of market, MFIs couldn’t cover their operational expenses without subsidy or supports from donors. In fact, in a competitive market, in order to provide financial services permanently, MFIs have to cover their operational expenses. MFIs have been responding to the market pressure (competition) through following different easing efficiency has been a dominance strategy. The need to implement these and others possible strategies (increasing average loan sizes, individual lending, focusing on urban clients and etc), which help to cope with intense competition, may spurring MFIs to start serving wealthier clients. MFIs were created to serve the poorest people with a mission of poverty reduction, and self- help doctrine [14]. Therefore, shifting from their original mission of serving the lower or marginalized segment of the population would consider as mission drift [15,16].

From the above empirical evidences, it can be thought out that, increased in competition threatens MFIs and pushing them to strive for achieving financial efficiency that possibly weaken their social mission, and then leads to mission drift. In microfinance literatures, there are ongoing debates to answer whether microfinance is experiencing a mission drift phenomena or operating as per the defined mission. Among these empirical evidences some of them didn’t confirm a mission drift [17,10,18,19,2] whereas others claim that mission drift has been happening in microfinance industry [20-23]. Nevertheless, until now, there is no clear empirical evidence that shows the influence of competition on MFIs’ social mission. The rapid evolution of intense competition that has been observed in microfinance raises question: does competition affects MFIs’ social mission? To put differently, does competition has a mission drift effect?

Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to analyses both empirical and theoretical evidences on competition and mission drift in microfinance in order to pin down the impact of competition on MFIs’ social mission. The objectives of this paper is first to examine whether competition has a mission drift impact, and second, to provide empirical evidences that explain conditions for when competition has or hasn’t a mission drift effect.

The remainder of this paper organized as follows: Section 4 presents conceptual framework that follows. In section 5, empirical evidences on competition in microfinance industry are discussed. Mission drift indicators are also highlighted in section 6. Theoretical models and empirical evidences on the relationship...
between competition and mission drift are briefly discussed in section 7 and 8 respectively. Finally section 9, conclusions are presented.

Conceptual Framework

To answer whether competition has a mission drift impact on MFIs, it is important to understand microfinance’s framework or approach that discipline its mission, and the context of mission drift.

When framework concerns, there is an exigent debate on the approach that views microfinance, and microfinance would follows and focuses. This debate is commonly classified as “institutionalist” and “welfarist” [15]. Institutionalist advocates that financial self-sufficiency is a prime focus of microfinance. It implies that MFIs have to design a business model that allows them to increase access to financial services to the poor and at the same time to be financially self-sustainable without subsidy. On the contrary, welfarist claims that poverty reduction is a main goal of microfinance, poverty approach [15]. From the welfarist point of view, MFIs are developmental tool established to improve the living standard of poor people. Having such two different ideologies in the way to pursue their objectives, MFIs are vulnerable to mission drift [24]. Nevertheless, following both approaches at the same time is visible [15]. According to the authors, MFIs can undertake a business model that allows maximizing outreach (breadth and depth) and being financially self-sufficient. Furthermore, again to reconcile these two opposing ideologies and risk of mission drift, Schreiner [24] designed a framework which has six constructs (cost, worth, breadth, depth, length, and scope) that help to compromise the interest of stakeholders. Thus, in this paper, in order to pin down the influence of competition on MFIs’ mission, as suggested by Woller et al. [15], the combination of both approaches (financially self-sufficiency and poverty reduction or/and serving the poorest of the poor) are follow. To put differently, an approach views MFIs as entities that have double bottom line objectives, guides this paper.

There are also ongoing debates on the trend of mission drift and its interpretation in microfinance. Nevertheless, by reviewing previous studies, this paper tries to operationalize the context of mission drift and forwards direction. Mission drift is an occurrence that happens when “...microbanks moved away from serving their poorer clients in pursuit of commercial viability” [25]. Consistent with Cull and Morduch [25] definition, according to Ghosh and Van Tassel [26], mission drift is a phenomena occurred when an MFI shift from its’ main objective of reducing poverty to profit oriented business. Arment’ariz and Labie [27] define mission drift as “...a phenomenon whereby an MFI increases its average loan size by reaching out wealthier clients neither for progressive lending nor for cross-subsidization reasons” [27]. The authors also argue that mission drift arises when MFIs’ effort of minimizing average loan size is not in line with their original mission of being exist as an entity. This paper subscribes to the definition forwarded by Arment’ariz and Labie and Cull and Morduch [25,27]. Therefore, mission drift is a phenomenon occurs when an MFI creeping from serving its poor clients to the better-off clients neither for cross-subsidization nor for progressive lending rather for higher profit.

Measuring Mission Drift in Microfinance

As stipulated above, the entrance of profit driven institutions into the market and intent of commercialization are the driver factors of competition [9]. Theoretically, competition considered as a market force that brings lots of benefits for customers [28]. Optimum efficiency, high quality of service, good product design and innovation are among the benefits of competition. From economics theoretical point of stands, in microfinance, Christen [10], and Rhyne and Otero [29] confirm that competition fosters quality of services, improves product and services design, increases efficiency and lowers price of contracts or policies.

Nowadays, there are studies that have been conducting to find the relationship between competition and microfinance operations [9,10,21,22,29,30]. Those researchers are documented both positive and negative aspects of competition.

According to Assefa et al. [9], increased in competition in the microfinance market creates conservative leading operations. As a result, MFIs are forced to focus on the better of clients who would show good repayment, hence lowers outreach. Additionally, their paper addresses that competition exacerbates the repayment performance of borrowers, which increased the amount of MFIs’ loan at risk and write-offs. Moreover, Assefa et al. [9] confirmed McIntosh and Wydick [22] findings’ by arguing that when more MFIs entering into the market, the supply of loan in the market increases. Absences of information sharing across MFIs, and availability of more supply of loans in the market motivates borrowers to take a loan from multiple sources which in turn creates heavy loan burden and leads to low repayment performances. Altogether, according to Assefa et al. [9], intense competition has a negative impact on MFIs’ financial performance and sustainability.

McIntosh and Wydick [22] suggest that competition threatens MFIs’ borrower screening mechanism whereby the chance of accepting strategic default borrowers would be high. Weak clients’ screening lowers repayment rate which in turn reduces MFIs’ financial performance. Consistent with these findings, as Vogelgesang [30] argues, competition has both positive and negative effect on repayment behaviours of clients. On one hand, high competition increased supply of loan in the market that initiates multiple loans taking which leads to high indebtedness and low repayment rate. On the other hand, however, in areas where competition is very high, due to clients’ awareness about the punishment of competitive market or negative incentive, clients have good repayment rate.

Moreover, when MFIs face intense competition in the market, they tend to increase the loan size, has a negative impact on depth of outreach [17]. On the contrary, in the later paper, Rhyne and Otero [29] argue that the presence of intense competition in the microfinance market helps MFIs to be efficient through reducing cost, enhancing productivity and designing new products and services, which ultimately foster borrowers’ bargaining power.
Competition and Mission drift: Theoretical Model

In the banking literatures, regarding to competition there are two opposing theories, competition-stability or concentration-Fragility and competition-fragility or Concentration-Stability. Competition-stability theory states that competitive banking market allows banks to mitigate risks and ensure financial stability [35]. On the other strand, Concentration-Stability asserts that high competition impend banks' financial performance and leads to financial market failures [36].

Figure 1 shows the theoretical model of competition and mission drift. In less competitive market (competition-fragility theory), financial institution charges high interest rate that in turn increases borrowers' risk taking behavior [37]. According to these authors, in a concentration market banks have monopoly rent seeking behavior. Thus, borrowers' high risk exposure leads to moral hazard problems. In consistent with this, Rosenberg et al., Helms and Reille [12,13] find that less competition spurring MFIs to charging high interest rate on their loan amount and motivates by the intention to generate high profit [8]. Although, country specificity matters for high interest rates [7], if the increases in loan price motivates by the need for profit rather than the need to cover costs, one can claim mission drift [2]. Therefore, it appears that competition-fragility or concentration-stability theory is in favour of mission drift.

Additionally, less competitive market (competition-Fragility theory) enables MFIs to charge high interest rate, which enhance their financial performance [38]. But charging high interest rate reduces outreach [16,39]. In Figure 1, the x-axis represents that the increase in financial performance reduces social performance. So, based on this theory, in such market structure, there exists a probability of mission drift.

In the other way round, competitive market helps borrowers to having financial accesses at reasonable price. As indicated in the graph, this illustrates by the increase in social performance reduces financial performance. When competition concerns from microfinance point of views, competition theories suggest an indirect relationship between social mission and financial performance. Therefore, searching for theory that embedded social capital on it is important. One of this is stakeholder theory that helps to understand how could be MFIs operating in such instances to compromising financial and social interest of MFIs.

Stockholder theory states that firms can jointly optimize social and financial performance whereby their participation in social development activities and incorporating stakeholders in their decision making process have direct contribution for financial sustainability [40]. Hence, this theory could be serving as framework to handle a mission drift problem.

Competition and Mission drift: Empirical Evidences

Since, researchers have exposed both negative and positive impact of competition on MFIs’ social mission. In this section, both competitions’ effects are reviewed. First, microfinance empirical evidences that support competition hasn’t a mission drift impact hypothesis are examined. Then, analyses on hypothesis that competition has a mission drift effect follows.

Competition hasn’t-Mission drift hypotheses

Cull et al. examine the effect of competition from mainstream bank on MFIs’ performance (profitability and outreach) [41]. The results of their study suggest that competition has both negative and positive effect on MFIs performance. According to them, when competition from commercial bank become strong, MFIs starts to serve the unmeet market demand of poor people - maximize depth of outreach. Furthermore, they assert that, although, competition helps to maximize depth of outreach by pushing MFIs towards the marginalized segment, these MFIs also experience low financial performance (low profitability). In line with Cull et al., [41] from transaction cost perspective, Paxton et al. [20] state that social performance and financial performance have trade-off relationship.
In related paper, Vanroose and D’Espallier investigate the relationship between competition from commercial bank and MFI’s performance (outreach and financial). The results of their analysis have twofold. On the one hand, MFIs operating in countries where there is less developed formal banking system, which means low competition, are also serving the unbanked wealthier people. This is because, in less developed financial market, commercial banks are unable to fulfill the market demand alone. Reaching the better-off unbanked population brings high loan size in MFIs’ portfolio. Thus, in such market scenario, MFIs have a room to go up in the market to serve the unbanked better-off people as well, which increases breadth of outreach; that is “in line with their mission and with the market-failure” theory. On the other hand, in countries where there is well developed financial sector, since MFIs faced strong competition from commercial banks, MFIs push towards the marginalized segment. This findings support Cull et al.’s argument in such a way that, in both cases, increased competition from formal banking sector directs MFIs to focus on the vulnerable poor people [41]. Hence, MFIs are obliged to offer smaller loan sizes, depth of outreach.

Moreover, in their paper about “a model in mission drift MFIs”, Ghosh and Van Tassel find that due to induced by profit hunger donors [26], successful MFIs are shifting from poor clients segment to the better-off clients. Nevertheless, they don’t confirm occurrence of mission drift phenomena in microfinance. They argue that “…drift from smaller loans to larger loans is in perfect consonance with the objective of poverty minimization”. But it ……”does signify a decreasing poverty return for the most effective microfinance institutions” [26]. However, they don’t regret to confirm the difficulty of interpreting mission drift phenomena, and its vague and exigent debates.

**Competition-mission drift hypotheses**

McIntosh and Wydick argue the entry of new MFI into market to compete for profit within the same pool of clients threatens the resource generating capacity of MFIs [22]. They assert that socially defined MFIs face shortage of financial resources that used to cross-subsidized their poor borrowers. Additionally, they claim that as competition increased within the same target borrowers, socially motivated MFIs start to follow market penetration strategy (e.g., reducing loan price) against their counter parts to attract and incorporate the better-off borrowers in their portfolio.

The paper of Navajas et al. examines Bolivian microfinance market [21]. Among various issues investigated in this paper, impact of competition on microfinance is one. They find that lending methodology is the determinant of profit. According to them, if the right lending methodology is designed and implemented, microfinance business is profitable. Additionally, they argue that competition encouraging MFIs to diversify their products and services in line with the needs of each segment of the population. Such customization enhances the poor’s chance of getting products and services that best suits their needs. Since, competition reduces the monopoly power of sole-provider in microfinance market; it increases access to financial services. But they posit these positive contributions of competition by arguing that competition decreases outreach of efficient MFIs and influences their effort to make cross-subsidize for poor borrowers. It means competition decreases outreach performances of Pioneer MFIs which able to reach more clients in the early stage of microfinance development. Thus, according to Navajas et al. for successful MFIs, competition pushes them to instil into the less poor clients by crowding out the needy [21].

Summarizing the above empirical evidences suggest that the results are ambiguous and mixed on whether competition has a mission drift impact. For instance, there are evidences present that microfinance is starting crowding out poor people [21-23]. On the other hand, there are also empirical evidences suggesting that although, MFIs are striving to be financially sustainable, MFIs are still operating for their original mission, so, mission drift is not confirmed [2,41,42].

**Conclusions**

This paper analyzed both theoretical and empirical evidences on the effect of competition on MFIs’ social mission to pin-down whether competition has a mission drift impact. Although the review of the paper suggests that the results are mixed and ambiguous, the following conclusion is drawn. The influence of competition on MFIs’ mission is twofold.

On one hand competition hasn’t a mission drift impact. Competition helps MFIs to keep their mission of serving the marginalized poor people in such a way that competition pushes MFIs towards the unmet market demand. To put differently, competition has a positive association with depth of outreach. It implies that when competition increased, MFIs’ depth of outreach also increased. In such scenarios, competition doesn’t lead to mission drift.

Similarly, in less developed formal financial sector where MFIs are serving all kinds of unbanked population demonstrate broad breadth of outreach. In such kind of market, as long as MFIs don’t crowding out poor clients, offering larger loan size to reach out unbanked wealthier people is not a mission drift. In this case, competition (Although it is less) spurring MFIs to extend their market and incorporate the better-off clients in their portfolio which allow them to make cross-subsidization. Moreover, for those efficient MFIs motivates by donors’ fund, the shift in their portfolio towards the less poor segments of population indicates the shallow effect of donors’ fund on fighting poverty, yet in line with MFIs’ mission.

In support of the above conclusion, the theoretical evidences suggest that collusion (less competition) leads to mission drift. So, theoretically, competition seems important to control mission drift phenomena.

On the other hand, however, competition has also a mission drift effect. Competition influences the financial capacity of socially motivated MFIs. In a competitive market there exists a situation where MFIs become unable to get their money back (low repayment rate due to high loan burden), which in turn hamper their efficiency, and then start to look for portfolio or transaction that costs less and profitable. Therefore, competition threatens their cross-subsidization ability and that leads to crowding out poor borrowers, where a mission drift occurs.

Altogether, the effect of competition on mission drift is ambiguous and an ongoing debate. It is difficult to disentangle whether the phenomena of mission drift has occurred due to competition or other factors. On top of that, the effect of competition on MFIs’ mission subjects to market or country or institutional specific variables. Thus, further study is needed to find out a framework that could be disciplines MFIs’ mission to operate in a comparative environment without creping from their defined social mission.
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